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is a derived SI unit of length equal to 1 x 10â€“6 m.n Used to measure lengths and distances
between cells. nn A typographic font used in highly compressed print fonts. hh Method and unit of
measurement of electrical power at low frequencies. hi The wavelength of radiation from a source
of electromagnetic radiation (in our case, a laser) with a quantum energy at a level lower than at
the radiation level in the visible spectrum is called shorter. nhn A type of signal transmission in
which the intensity of radiation is determined, which is converted into energy. ng Technological
processes of metal smelting, extraction and processing of their concentrates and semi-finished
products, as well as their transportation through technological pipelines nb Rechargeable battery -
an element of a rechargeable battery, a device for accumulating and storing energy. nb1 The period
of flight time of one transport spacecraft performing an interplanetary flight during design
deceleration, if this vehicle is designed to ensure the fulfillment of planned flight tasks. ng Car
charger. ndn DC motor - a DC motor with a ferromagnetic core, which has a magnetic system for
removing heat from the excitation winding. ny A filler material designed to be treated with
additives or homogeneous masses of metal surfaces before they are etched with acid or other
chemical methods. pv Elements of automatic regulation of the position of various technological
operations, mechanisms and devices, depending on the change in operating modes. q The use of
any weapons of mass destruction, including high-precision and anti-space ones, consists in the
targeted destruction of a specially created damaging part of this weapon (technological weapon),
which either destroys the object being disabled, or in an explosion and fire at the point where the
striking particle of a technological weapon (information or energy weapon) hits. ). At present,
technological weapons to kill a person can be used in the form of an underwater explosion fired
from an aircraft or an underwater missile, a directed nuclear explosion, the use of various chemical
compounds, including high-explosive ones. r Transport engineering is a means and device for
moving people and goods.
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